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In the wake of Hurricane Ian, our thoughts are with
SWFL communities and citizens beginning to sort
through the pieces, assessing damage and loss.
We share our greatest condolences and wish a
speedy recovery to those impacted. Although
these are very difficult times, our region can
emerge stronger and more vibrant. We must look
ahead, envision, and build a sustainable and
resilient community for the future. 

The Climate and Community Summit has been
postponed. We will send updates when a new date
is selected.  Info also available at swflclimate.org.

This Gulfshore Life article lists several local
organizations to which you may direct hurricane
recovery donations - including our trusted partners at
the Collier Community Foundation, the Collaboratory
and the Conservancy of SWFL. Read More.

 
Gearing up for the October 6th Climate

and Community Initiative Summit 

The Climate & Community
Summit was rapidly
approaching on October
6th when Hurricane Ian
slammed us, upending
the lives of our residents,

the livelihood of our businesses, and destroying or
damaging the places we cherish in our community. For
Growing Climate Solutions, the summer months were all
about engaging our community on this unique program. 
As of October 4th, the Climate and Community Initiative
Steering Committee has decided to postpone the Summit
for the spring of 2023, allowing time for the community to
recover and for the Summit team to incorporate hurricane
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resilience conversations and rebuilding planning into the
program. 

Storms like Hurricane Ian are a harsh reminder that
climate change is predicted to make hurricanes more
frequent and destructive, as they will tend to intensify
rapidly, move slower, hold more rain, and generate greater
storm surge. The loss of life and property, societal
disruption, and even simply the preparation and
evacuation costs and general angst should not be
underestimated. While informed preparation can save lives
and help to reduce damages, we must also aim to build
back smarter to stay climate-resilient and maintain our
unique quality of life.

Read more (2-minutes)
  

Living Greener

Too Hot to Handle?

By Bridget Washburn

The arrival of fall promises
cooler, more comfortable
days, but the summer’s
unprecedented wave of
record-breaking temperatures
le  a searing impression on

communi es around the world. A July
Business Insider ar cle warned “Heat waves
are domina ng summer, killing thousands,
and fueling wildfires. The world needs to
prepare for more.”

In September, temperatures hit 116 and 109
degrees in Sacramento and San Jose - se ng
all- me records never before observed. Other
record-breaking September temperatures
were seen in St. George, Utah which hit 112
degrees, and Big Horn, Montana at 108.

That same month, the Washington Post
reported that “in just the past week, nearly
1,000 heat records have been broken.”

And in Europe, the United Kingdom issued its
first-ever red extreme heat warning triggered
when temperatures reached104F and
extended drought reduced water levels in
other countries to historic lows, exposing the
wrecks of more than a dozen German World
War II ships.

Leave Behind Outdated
Assumptions to Support

Climate Health 

Assumption 1:
Every home needs a
big, green lawn.

NASA reports that more surface
area is devoted to lawns than to
any other single irrigated crop in
the country. In Florida, irrigating
lawns accounts for fi y percent of
residen al water use, and
maintaining their desired
appearance typically involves
applica on of harmful chemical
pes cides and fer lizers. We have
been indoctrinated to see a sod
grass lawn as visually appealing, but
filling this greenspace with na ve
plants or a vegetable garden
promotes biodiversity and saves

me, resources, and money. So
economically and ecologically
speaking, yards don’t make sense –
the challenge is overcoming the
deeply-rooted assump on that we
all need a “perfect lawn” - which
dates to the 17th century.

Grass as we know it first appeared
in North America thanks to New
England’s early se lers, who
struggled to keep livestock fed with
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At status quo, climate and weather reports
indicate that the world should prepare for a
future more frequently affected...

Read Mor e (3 minutes)

lower-nutrient na ve grasses, rather
than the nutrient-dense pasture
lands they were accustomed to...

Read More (1.5 minutes)

 
With a Rapidly Changing Climate,

Nature is Our Best Defense 

by Rob Moher, CEO, Conservancy of SWFL 
 

We are fortunate in Southwest Florida to still have meaningful natural
resources such as mangroves, coastal, dunes, wetlands, uplands, and
agricultural and open land. 

These assets are essential for maintaining water quality, wildlife habitat, our
economy, and our quality of life. These resources act as a critical first line of
defense for managing impacts from a rapidly changing climate and help to
mitigate the causes of these threats. 

Unfortunately, we are moving in the wrong direction, placing our future at
risk by not preserving these valuable resources that protect our community. Southwest Florida
includes some of the fastest-growing cities in the nation. The U.S. census ranked Fort Myers sixth in
the nation for population growth from 2020 to 2021. 

As Southwest Florida’s population grows, our community’s exposure to the impacts of climate
change, such as extreme heat and flooding, also increases. Protecting and preserving natural areas
and green space should be top of mind for every civic, business, and community leader.

Consider the importance of three key natural systems in Southwest Florida. Mangroves are our first
line of defense against hurricanes and storm surge. They prevent erosion and act as vast carbon
sinks, absorbing up to four times more carbon than land-based forests. Mangroves are essential to
our region’s tourism-based economy...

Read More (2 minutes) 

CLIMATE NEWS...HEADLINES WORTH READING

For the latest in climate news, stay informed with the stories below, from climate-related
weather to policy, we have you covered.

Pepsi, ADM Turn
to Carbon-

Friendly Farms to
Meet Emissions

Goals

Bloomberg

Biden Backs Lab-
Grown Meat

Newsweek

Your Local Park
has a Hidden
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Fight Climate

Change


NPR

Climate Change
Could Wipe $108
Billion from U.S.
Property Market,

Study Finds

NBC News
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Edible Landscaping with Ms. Kamila Perez
Wednesday, November 2nd

12-1PM

Enjoy Lunchbreak Learning with the FREE, online
workshop - Pick-up tips and tools to transform your

backyard into an edible landscape!

Register Now
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